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a b s t r a c t

Reverse Osmosis (RO) membrane process has been commonly used for clarification and concentration of
apple juice processes, due to significant advance in membrane technology, requirements for low energy
and cost, and effective retention of aroma components. In this paper, a multi-stage RO industrial full-
scale plant based on the MSCB 2521 RE99 spiral-wound membrane module has been used to simulate
the process of concentrating apple juice and to identify an optimal multi-stage RO process for a specified
apple juice product of high concentration measured in Brix. The optimisation problem is formulated as a
Nonlinear Programming (NLP) problem with five different RO superstructures to maximise the apple
juice concentration as well as the operating parameters such as feed pressure, flow rate and temperature
are optimised. A simple lumped parameter model based on the solution-diffusion model and the
contribution of all sugar species (sucrose, glucose, malic acid, fructose and sorbitol) to the osmotic
pressure is assumed to represent the process. The study revealed that the multi-stage series RO process
can optimise the product concentration of apple juice better than other configurations. It has been
concluded that the series configuration of twelve elements of 1.03 m2 area improves the product apple
juice concentration by about 142% compared to one element. Furthermore, the feed pressure and flow
rate were found to have a significant impact on the concentration of the apple juice.

© 2017 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The fruit juice industry concentrates juices to remove excess
water, enhance product stability and reduce transportation costs.
Membrane technology is commonly used in various separation and
production methods of fruit juices and fermented beverages. Spe-
cifically, reverse osmosis (RO) can be counted as a prominent pro-
cess in fruit juice concentration due to its ability to effectively retain
the flavour and concentrate the juice without requiring high tem-
perature and energy consumption (�Alvarez et al., 1997; Koz�ak et al.,
2008). Many experimental studies reported that the process of fruit
juice evaporation has a negative impact on taste compound’s
retention by losing a 90% of volatile aroma compounds (Olsson and
Tr€agårdh, 1999; Pozderovi�c et al., 2006). This is why the RO tech-
nology was a good condition in respect of improved production of
fruit juice concentration while maintaining sensory, aroma and
nutritional characteristics (Cassano et al., 2007; Jesus et al., 2007).

Also, this process minimises the thermal damage of fruit juice due
to using low temperature (4e50 �C) operation (Merson et al., 1980;
Girard and Fukumoto, 2000). Karlsson and Tr€agårdh (1997) counted
themembrane technology as a successful separation technique that
minimises the change of aroma compositions in addition to distil-
lation, partial condensation, adsorption, and fluid extraction pro-
cesses. The RO process is a well-recognized technique for
concentrating aqueous solutions within a limit of 25e30 �Brix (due
to the high osmotic pressure of concentrated apple juices). This is
quite below the typical value of 45e60 �Brix gained by the evap-
oration process but it consumes higher energy (Pepper, 1990;
Araujo and Maciel, 2005).

The concentration of apple juice using the RO process is mainly
affected by the sequence of operating parameters of feed pressure,
temperature, and flow rate as reported in many studies (Sheu and
Wiley, 1983, 1984; �Alvarez et al., 1997, 1998, 2001). �Alvarez et al.
(1998) studied the impact of operating pressure and flow rate on
the permeation of apple juice through an individual spiral-wound
RO aromatic polyamide membrane type MSCB 2521 R99. The
rejection of aroma compounds was observed to increase with the
pressure and flow rate in the range of considered operating
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conditions. Also, Matsuura et al. (1974a) affirmed that low oper-
ating temperature of the RO process can increase the retention of
aroma components. Sheu and Wiley (1983) confirmed that the
processing capacity of apple juice concentration is increased due to
an increase in the operating temperature between 20 and 60 �C.
Chou et al. (1991) deduced that lowering operating temperature
and maximising the operating pressure (within the permitted
limits of operation) can help to provide a concentrate stream of
high-flavour components content and an acceptable flux. However,
�Alvarez et al. (2001) concluded that the permeate flux and aroma
rejection are increased because of increased feed flow rate in a
single spiral-wound RO process. Furthermore, the inclusion of the
RO process as a first step of different processes in fruit juice con-
centration is considered in a commercial plant coupled with freeze
concentration and/or evaporation. This technology can effectively
double the operating capacity and improve both color and flavour
characteristics (Girard and Fukumoto, 2000). For example, �Alvarez
et al. (2000) developed an integrated membrane process for pro-
ducing apple juice and apple juice aroma concentrates, which in-
volves clarification by microfiltration, pre-concentration by RO to
25 �Brix, and pervaporation to recover the aroma compounds and
thermal evaporation to concentrate the clarified product from 25 to
72 �Brix. Matsuura et al. (1975) used a two stage RO process in
apple juice concentration process to increase flavour components
recovery. In the first stage, the concentration of fruit juice sugars is
chosen, while in the second stage aroma compounds are recovered
by filtering the permeate of the first stage. In this study, it is
concluded that increasing pressure and lowering the processing
temperature during the second stage can enhance the recovery of
aroma compounds. Matsuura et al. (1975) have used the procedure
developed by Matsuura et al. (1974b) to calculate the solute
transport parameter for each aroma compound, then the perfor-
mance of RO has been investigated utilising their earlier proposed
model (Matsuura and Sourirajan, 1973).

Some combinations of different types of membranes have been
suggested for juice concentration and aroma recovery. A two-stage
RO configuration has been used by Walker (1990) to concentrate
orange juice to 60 �Brix while retaining the fresh juice flavour. The
method comprises of three elements in series of high rejection
aromatic polyamide hollow fiber membranes (Stage 1) and two
low-rejection membranes in series (Stage 2). The raw orange juice
is fed to Stage 1, while the retentate is fed to Stage 2. Moreover, the
permeates of the two stages are blended and recycled to the feed of
Stage 1. This configuration has lowered the cost of orange juice
production in comparison to freeze concentration processes.

Nabetani (1996) tested an integrated series of ROeNF mem-
brane system for concentrating fruit juice. The feed juice of 10 �Brix
is firstly concentrated with RO membranes to 30 �Brix and the
retentate is then concentrated to 45 �Brix in NF membranes. Souza
et al. (2013) tested the integration of the two membrane processes
of RO and osmotic evaporation in order to concentrate clarified
camuecamu juice with focusing on the phenolic compounds,
vitamin C, and antioxidant activity of the final product. It is
concluded that total solids content increased from 75 to 288 g kg�1

and from 288 to 566 g kg�1 using the RO process and osmotic
evaporation respectively. This confirmed the potential of the pro-
posed membrane integration for camuecamu juice.

A series configuration of two spiral-woundROmodules is used in
the experiments of Araujo and Maciel (2005) for assessing the
performance of two types of commercial polyamidemembranes for
concentrating orange juice. The results show that the second
module improves theproductivityof orange juicemeasured in �Brix.

An optimisation based model has been achieved by Kiss et al.
(2004) using a series of different types of membranes including;
microfiltration (MF) and RO followed by nanofiltration (NF). The

sugar content in the retentate measured in �Brix and permeate flux
were modelled using the linear regression of experimental data
with time, and the model parameters are estimated using the Stat-
graphics 5.1 program. The optimum independent variables of feed
flow rate, trans-membrane pressure and temperature were inves-
tigated for optimum �Brix.

To the best of the authors’ knowledge, there appears to be a gab
in the use of an optimisation of the spiral-wound RO network
model for apple juice concentration. There also appears that the
impact of different RO network configurations for concentrating
apple juice has neither been explored nor yet achieved. This paper
aims to tackle this precise gap by exploring ways of maximising
apple juice concentration using different RO networks configura-
tions using an enhanced optimisation technique. This is designed to
include a mathematical model of a spiral-wound RO membrane
process and a set of mathematical equations for multi-stage RO
network. The main objective is to identify an optimal RO configu-
ration that can achieve high apple juice concentration measured in
�Brix from a set of different networks. A small-scale plant of
membrane type MSCB 2521 RE99 spiral-wound RO module
(Separem, SpA, Biella, Italy) of 1.03 m2 area (used by �Alvarez et al.,
2002) is used in this study. Validation of the selected RO network
developed is achieved by carrying out a sensitivity analysis of the
operating parameters of the process (feed pressure, flow rate and
temperature) on the performance of the plant.

2. Modelling of the spiral-wound reverse osmosis

The main objective of this section is to develop a mathematical
model to predict the concentration process of apple juice using a
spiral-wound membrane module and then investigate the model
equations of a full-scale plant considering the interaction between
several stages of the RO system.

2.1. The assumptions

The following assumptions are made to develop the proposed
process model:

1. The solution-diffusion model is used for mass transport through
the module.

2. Validity of the Da Costa equation to predict the pressure drop
across the membrane.

3. Validity of the film model theory to estimate the concentration
polarization impact.

4. The feed osmotic pressure is only caused by all sugar species
(sucrose, glucose, malic acid, fructose and sorbitol) with
neglecting aroma compounds.

5. Constant atmospheric pressure on the permeate channel of
101.325 kpa.

6. The underlying process is assumed to be isothermal.

2.2. Governing equations

Based on Assumption 1, the solution-diffusion model is valid to
predict thewater and solute flux of any sugar species Jw and Js,i (m/s,
kmol/m2 s) through the membrane as expressed by (Lonsdale et al.,
1965).
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